










Chapter 2: a day and night in disce 

Veteris smiled as Fidel curled comfortably around his feet. Sufi, Iso, and Euclid sat 

across from Veteris as the breeze chilled their necks. They watched jealously, thinking Fidel 

must be far warmer than they were. The wolfhound was old but still had a lot of life and fur to 

keep him going. Veteris leaned against a wall that groaned in the wind. 

“So,” Iso scratched at his favorite spot on his forehead. Sufi swatted his hand off his 

head. Iso frowned, moved away from her and continued, “this place just… died off? I mean, 

what happened?” 

 Veteris raised his eyebrow at the small boy, “Well, I wouldn’t say died off. More like, 

spread out?” 

 “Spread out?” Iso looked down narrow roads littered with collapsed homes and marked 

with deep holes from disasters long ago. Iso imagined the stacks of fallen stone and crumbled 

walls killed off anyone that once lived here. Light crinkling sounds from unseen tiny creatures in 

the dark reminded him that the small stones and beaten walls still held some life. Iso’s eyes grew 

wide as the noises surrounded him. He quickly scooted back to Sufi’s side. “Doesn’t spreading 

out mean there would still be people here?” he asked. 

 Euclid shrugged, “Maybe he means they all left. Traveled somewhere else?” 

 “Like Bjarmaland?” Sufi added. 

Iso muttered under his breath, “So where can we go that doesn’t suck?” Almost as though 

responding to his criticism, a gust of wind howled between the buildings. Iso shut his mouth and 

tried to stop his chattering teeth. The teens’ ears ached in the cold and they huddled closer 



together. Old Veteris rubbed his thin arms and wiggled his feet further beneath Fidel’s warm 

tummy. 

 “Come now! You’re all much too young to think that way.” Veteris scrunched his nose 

up, looking more comical than serious. His eyes bulged eerily behind his thick glasses and his 

mustache twitched beneath his nose. With the bursts of wind, it was hard to tell if the air pushed 

his mustache or he wiggled it himself. “There’s a lot more out there than Bjarmaland or Disce.” 

 Sufi added sarcastically, “Like desert and snakes and…” 

 Iso laughed, “And as bad as Bjarmaland is, it is still less scary than this place.” He 

shivered into Sufi’s side, ignoring the looks she gave him. With another chill breeze, they all 

thought the same thing – shelter. Only one of the buildings showed any hope. It still had four 

walls and only a few holes in each.  

Veteris rose with creaking joints. He took the spot nearest the window inside the old 

building. The kids cleared spaces on the floor as far from the wind as they could find. Sand 

covered everything. The ground was slowly swallowing the place. One day, Sufi supposed, the 

proud Lead Foot Wall would be buried and no one would ever know it was there. Underneath the 

sand like a dark secret, it may never be told. She plopped onto the floor, thoughts turning dismal. 

Two more plumes of sand flew up as Iso and Euclid joined her.  

Veteris smiled at them. “Don’t mope you three. There’s still more to discover. Much 

more.” He rose his hand to them before any of the kids could shoot back a discouraging 

comment. “After all, the sky’s the limit.” He pointed a finger to the darkening sky peaking at 

them through a hole in the ceiling. Dusk had moved in and the two moon pieces could clearly be 

seen.  



 Euclid and Iso scooted across the floor for a better view. The buildings blocked some of 

the view, but the emerging light of stars twinkled in their eyes. The sight caused Euclid to dream, 

“You know, it would be great to get out of here. This place. All these places. I remember a story 

I heard...” His friends perked up. Even Fidel turned to look at him. “Grandma Resu,” he began. 

 “Grandma Resu?” Veteris’ face scrunched up into even more wrinkles. Sufi watched his 

wrinkles dance in amusement as she explained that Euclid’s grandmother was one of the leaders 

that overthrew Disce’s oppressors. Veteris had heard of this story decades ago and begged Euclid 

to keep going.  

“Okay, well, Grandma Resu’s friend… 

Sour, she had this thing, a telescope. It would help 

her see stuff far away. I mean, it couldn’t see the 

moon pieces but if the sky’s the limit…” 

 Slowly grinning, Sufi latched onto Euclid’s 

idea. “Well, if we were going to go somewhere 

else, we would need to check things out first. What 

better way to see far away than build one of those 

telescopes?” 

 Iso groaned and fell onto his back. “Alright, 

I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have come! First you take me 

all the way to Disce, now we have to go to the sky?” Euclid and Sufi exchanged smiles and eye 

rolls at Iso’s familiar complaints. Veteris chuckled. He knew, just as Iso did, that Iso was equally 

as curious to find out what was out there. Veteris said in slow words, “No onse says we have to 

leave. Sleep tonight and tomorrow we look for anything we can use to build a telescope, just to 

look.” 









Chapter 4: Fidel volunteers 

 The small group sat huddled in their new house. Veteris absently pet Fidel as he thought 

about the next steps in their plan. “You know,” he said, “sending a robot is a pretty good idea. 

But we have to see what kind of materials were left behind. Might have to do some digging.” 

“What we need,” Sufi pursed her lips as she blew off a strand of her bi-colored hair. “Is 

some way to find out if living things can survive out there.”  

Euclid sighed and pushed at his eyes with his palms. He looked up at his friend, “Come 

on Sufi! None of us is going. As much as I think Iso panics too much, I do have to agree with 

him. We just don’t know what’s out there. Like Veteris said, we can send a robot and figure out 

some way for it to send us information.” Sufi pouted at Euclid and shook her head. “We could 

learn a lot if we sent a living thing,” she replied. 

 Fidel sneezed loudly, dust continued to tickle his nose after sniffing Veteris’ dirty hand. 

The large dog stepped towards the middle of the circle, stretching his legs awkwardly. His nosed 

twitched uncontrollably, causing Iso to cringe at him distrustfully. Veteris hummed, oblivious to 

his dog’s movements and how the hound stared the kids down.  

The dog returned to his owner and nudged him in the side with his snout. “I think,” 

Veteris chuckled, “Sir Fidelis Canis here is offering to go.”  

“Who?” asked Iso.  

“Fidel,” replied Euclid. In response to his name, the hound bounded toward Euclid with 

slow but apparent enthusiasm. The dog stopped just short of Euclid, sniffing him loudly. Euclid 



thought about petting the dog but just stared into his eyes. Euclid stood up for the dog, “We 

could never send Fidel. What if he doesn’t make it?” 

 “What if we don’t make it?” asked Sufi.  

 “Absolutely not,” said Euclid. Iso turned his eyes from Sufi to Euclid and back again. 

Fidel did the same, as though he too understood the debate. 

 Veteris stood, waving his arms at both Euclid and Sufi. “Now, now, everyone has been 

made for some particular work. If the desire for that work has been put in your heart then it isn’t 

work at all. This may just be what is in Fidel’s heart – to go and to explore – to lead where we 

cannot go, until we can.” 

 “Or maybe he is just a dog and doesn’t know what’s going on,” replied Euclid. A low 

growl came from somewhere in the back of Fidel’s throat. 

 “Sounds like he knows to me,” smiled Sufi. 







Chapter 6: messages to home 

 Veteris quietly pet Fidel. The twinkle in Fidel’s eyes brought the kids a mix of sadness 

and guilt. Those feelings worsened whenever Veteris groaned. His leg ached as though it were 

sunk in a frozen river. Unseen waves pulsed and flowed pain into it. He tried to keep a straight 

face. He didn’t want the teens to worry but it only worked in limited amounts.  

Iso was excited but also had plenty of concerns. The excitement kept him smiling but the 

concerns had him rub at the growing bald spot on the side of his head. He couldn’t help it, no 

matter how much Sufi slapped his hands away. She seemed to be the only one not bothered by 

their situation. She was more concerned about what they are going to do than about where they 

were. She made a lot of plans. She drew in the hardened ground with a stone she pulled from the 

wall. She labeled her plans and talked often to Veteris. She sometimes winked at Iso as though 

she knew something he didn’t. 

 Meanwhile, Euclid seemed stuck in time. He watched Sufi draw, sometimes with interest 

and sometimes just stared blankly. If Veteris groaned, he would hop up to adjust his leg. Each 

time Euclid saw Fidel, he sighed loudly. He still didn’t want to send Fidel into space. Veteris 

would smile and pet Fidel as he looked at his new young friends.  

“This is bad, right?” Iso was the first to break the silence. “This is really bad, right? Who 

knows what is going to happen! Look at us! It doesn’t matter what we do. Buildings falling on 

us! What next?” Iso stood and stretched as tall as he could. From his new view, he could see 

Sufi’s drawings in the ground. It looked like a rocket and it made him mad. “We go into space 

and the cabin leaks, or something. And we explode! Our parents will never know what happened 

to us.” 



 No one had anything to say. They all wanted to assure Iso he was panicking, reacting too 

much. Euclid’s worrying made his lip quiver. “I know it’s not much,” Euclid stood up and 

smiled lightly at Iso before continuing. “But, maybe, we can send our parents messages? I mean, 

something secret so no one else finds out?” 

 Sufi shrugged, “That would be good. Easy even. But Euclid, we don’t have the time to go 

to each of our houses. We need to get out of here!” 

 Iso offered another idea, “We could split up.” 

“And leave Veteris?” asked Euclid. It wasn’t really a question. It was a refusal. 

 Veteris groaned in trying to shift his leg. “I think that may be premature, Iso. If any of 

you get caught, or overheard… Well, I believe you can imagine what will happen.” The three 

gulped at the memory of the extreme laws in Bjarmaland. Regardless of their youth, execution 

was still in the books. “There is something we can do...” the old man said as he pushed his back 

up off the ground with his elbows. 

 Previously saddened gazes looked back to Veteris with hope. “Fidel here,” he patted his 

loyal friend’s head, “can deliver cipher keys.” 

 Euclid frowned and furrowed his eyes together. “The what keys? And why is it always 

Fidel?” 

 Veteris smiled back at them. Waving them closer, he took a stone and began carving to 

share his idea. “We need to send these messages in secret. Even if someone did get their hands 

on them, it has to be something they can’t understand. Make it so they won’t be able to read 

them. It will look like symbols and gibberish, see? If you sent a regular letter or letter and the 

key, it could easily be understood. So just leave the message here in Disce somewhere, for them 



to find. They get the key to understand your letters so you can rest more comfortably and so can 

they…” 

 Sufi stared off into the distance as she thought. “And we could all use different codes so 

no one can read them all. Fidel takes the key for our coded messages! Where do we leave the 

messages?” 

 Iso huffed and began wringing his hands along with Euclid. “We might as well just write 

them on the wall! One last cry for help in this desolate place.” He frowned and glanced around, 

eyes searching dark shadows. “Our last words, written on a wall no one’s ever going to read.”  

Sufi and Euclid rolled their eyes at Iso’s melodrama. “Let’s just get started with our own 

cipher!” said Sufi. “And I think writing on the wall is a good idea. Thanks, Iso.” 

“Why do we always send the dog?” asked Euclid. 

 







Chapter 8: the eclipse 

 The trio of friends sat around a small fire pit with Veteris. With nightfall, the familiar 

cold winds caused the teens’ bones to creak like the old walls around them. After days in the 

abandoned city, they all stayed close to camp. It was safer and warmer that way. But that 

closeness only lasted for so long. Iso grew too bored. He walked away from the pack of broken 

and fallen buildings. He was happy to be away from the arguing of his friends. Around their 

camp he stumbled on rubble and groaned to himself about their situation. Just talked to the 

building about how much his friends underappreciate him. His latest complaint was interrupted 

when he heard something around the other side of the misshapen wall. The sounds seemed to 

move with him, tracing his steps. He ran left. The sounds went left. He ran right, the sounds 

moved right. He imagined an old citizen of Disce, some old man with hollow eyes and a body 

made of sand. The monster had come to life because he had disturbed its resting grounds. Iso 

froze. His mind changed from thoughts of a sand man to some kind of witch. She used magic to 

raise herself and to make sure he paid the price for visiting Disce. He knew he should have let it 

sit in the wind and bury restfully in the sun and sand. 

Iso moved quickly to a corner, tears at the edges of his eyes. The sounds grew louder and 

closer even though he no longer moved. There was no stopping them. Or stopping it. Whatever it 

was. Iso put his hands up, palms out and away from his body, pleading. Then, he saw them. 

Around the corner, two large eyes in the darkness. 

Fidel snorted in the dim light. Iso screamed. Fidel barked. Iso screamed again.  

Fifteen minutes later, Iso returned to camp. His friends jumped at the sight of him, 

worried and immediately asked about the noise. “There was a sand witch!” exclaimed Iso. 



“A sandwich?” asked Euclid confused. “We’ve been here for days. How could you have 

found a sandwich?” 

“A… sand… witch,” said Iso slowly. 

“That’s impossible,” Euclid replied. “It would be too old and hard.” 

“It’s probably magic,” said Iso. 

“So you ate it? Even though it was hard?” asked Euclid. 

Iso scrunched up his face in wrinkles that mimicked Veteris. “What? How could I eat a 

sand witch?” 

“With your mouth?” suggested Euclid. 

Sufi stood up and swiped the dust from her pants. “Would you guys shut up! God, there 

was no sandwich or sand witch.” She sighed loudly and shook her head. “Fidel is back. The real 

question is when does he leave for his mission? And when do we follow?”  

They already spent many hours over the past days arguing about when to leave. Now the 

decision was here again. They had to leave soon, as soon as they knew it would be safe. If they 

gave their parents too much time to get to Disce, it would ruin the purpose of sending messages 

in the first place. 

“We leave at midday tomorrow. Well, Fidel does,” said Veteris. “Now, let’s sleep and be 

ready in the morning to setup.” 

 The kids tried to sleep but their excitement and fear was too much. Snores from Veteris 

and Fidel made a comforting rhythm in the night but no sleep came for them. The morning sun 

rose vivid in the sky. The red hues broke through holes in what was left of the buildings. The 



teens made quick work of setting up the vehicle for Fidel. They were so intent on their tasks that 

they hadn’t looked at the sky even once. At least, not until it slowly darkened. In a few minutes, 

Disce changed from stifling city, baking under the sun, to a darkened night. All three kids 

immediately stopped talking. They looked up at the sky. They knew they worked for a long time, 

but not long enough for it to be the middle of the night. The sun was hidden with a ringed black 

circle. Slivers of light could be seen around the edge.  

 

 Iso began glaring at his two friends. “See? We’re all going to die! It’s the witch, I tell 

you. The sand witch! Here! We’re going to die alone. Alone! Or together, since we’re technically 

together. Still!” 

 Veteris felt bad when he started laughing. He couldn’t help it though and his laughter 

rolled out of him like thunder. The kids stopped arguing to look at him, wondering if he lost his 

mind. Fidel shook his head, turning his large eyes sideways. Even he was puzzled on why 

Veteris was laughing.  



Chapter 10: Power and suits 

 “Are you out of your mind?” asked Sufi. “He’s an old man. He is trying and trying to 

help us out. That’s all.” 

Euclid raised his hand to stop Sufi from going any further. “How do you know?” He took 

a step onto the stairwell, testing the wood with his weight. The stair groaned loudly. “Really? 

How do we know? If the Authority wanted to get rid of us, what better way? They haven’t been 

able to catch us so instead they just shoot us off into space and never worry about us again.” 

Euclid tested the next step with his other foot. It broke before he had a chance to even lean on it. 

“You see? He could be like that step. As soon as we try to count on him, he crumbles and we 

fall. Think about it! He is so willing to send us without any supplies or idea what we are doing!” 

Iso sat in the corner, trying to avoid the darkness and the argument. Sufi shook her head 

at Euclid in disbelief. “Well,” she said as she looked up at the broken ceiling, “he hasn’t really 

shared much with us. He doesn’t really seem to have a plan for us, other than to leave. And Fidel 

does run off from time to time. I don’t think you’re right but maybe we keep an eye on them 

both. Ask some questions?” 

“I say we make a list of why we can’t trust him,” interrupted Euclid.  

“And a list on why we can,” replied Sufi.  

Iso stepped out from the darkness, speaking softly, “Why don’t we make a list of the 

things we would need to survive if we did leave?” 

Sufi turned and stared at Euclid. Both of them had red faces from embarrassment. All this 

time making plans and talking about lists, and they never made a list of survival items. “I think,” 



said Sufi as she turned back to face Iso, “that is a great idea. We can also ask Veteris and see 

how helpful he is about it. Maybe it will show you something, Euclid.” 

“Maybe it will show you something, Sufi,” Euclid retorted. 

The teens walked back to the old building to find Veteris hadn’t moved. His leg was 

getting a bit better, at least with the pain. He smiled a faint and odd smile, “What happened to 

you three?” 

“Us?” asked Iso.  

“Well, we are here by ourselves,” laughed Veteris. 

“Right, sorry. We, uh, …”  

Euclid broke Iso’s silence and embarrassment, “We were just seeing if there might be a 

better building or base for making our rocket for Fidel.” 

“Is that right?” Veteris said suspiciously. “I thought we had already agreed that we found 

the best place to stay and the best place for our factory?” 

Sufi stepped in front of Iso, hoping shield the guilty look on his face. “Well, we were 

thinking that we should make a list of all the times we need in space. You know, in order to 

survive.” 

“And maybe,” Euclid spoke slowly and watched Veteris’ face for any signs, “a list of 

things we need to figure out how to create when we are up there, like heat or a space suit or 

something. You have ideas or an opinion?” 

 


